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Abstract:  One of the main problems in the area of pattern recognition in biomedical 
research areas is to determine clusters of patterns with similar features. It is especially 
relevant in the case of intuitionistic fuzzy sets. In the present paper an iterative procedure for 
clustering of patterns represented by their intuitionistic fuzzy sets – degrees of membership, 
degrees of non-membership and indeterminacy. The procedure is open to selection and 
application of an appropriate to the data distribution similarity measure for intuitionistic 
fuzzy sets. 
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Introduction 
Pattern recognition plays an important part in human cognition. Humans are able to identify 
patterns that appear in many types of data, recognize instances of these patterns, and draw 
relevant conclusions [1].  
 
There are fundamental problems in pattern recognition are (see e.g. [2]):  
•  the identification of natural groups (clustering) composed by samples with similar 
patterns;  
•  the classification of each sample in one of k possible classes (labels).  
 
In the present paper a clustering algorithm for patterns from intuitionistic fuzzy sets 
represented by their degrees of membership, non-membership and indeterminacy is proposed. 
These sets are especially suitable for the representation of data in the field of medicine and 
biomedicine, since they allow for greater flexibility in modeling the uncertain cases.  
 
The intuitionistic fuzzy sets (IFS) introduced by Atanassov [3] are an extension of the theory 
of fuzzy sets created by Zadeh [4] as an adequate mathematical description of imprecision and 
uncertainty in nature.  
 
Here we will briefly remind the basic notions of the theory of IFS. The set А* is IFS if there 
exist:  
A* = {〈x, µA(x), νA(x)〉/x ∈ E} 
 
where the mappings µA: E → [0, 1] and νA: E → [0, 1] define the degree of membership and 
non-membership of the element x ∈ E to the set А, which is a subset of Е and for every x ∈ E: 
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0 ≤ µA(x) + νA(x) ≤ 1  (1) 
 
For the purposes of the present work it is assumed that µA(x) and νA(x) are obtained through 
expert evaluations.  
 
The function πA, which is defined by the formula: 
πA (x) = 1 − µA(x) − νA(x) (2) 
 
corresponds to the degree of indeterminacy (uncertainty) of the element x ∈ E regarding  
the set А. 
 
The clustering of the patterns is done using the concept of distance. In the IFS the commonly 
defined metrics are the following: 
 
•  Hamming metrics. It is defined as: 
() () () () () ( y x y x y x h A A A A A ν ν µ µ − + − =
2
1
, )  (3) 
 
•  In [5] an analogue of the latter using all the degrees is introduced: 
() () () () () () () ( x x y x y x y x h A A A A A A A π π ν ν µ µ − + − + − =
2
1
, )  (4) 
 
•  Euclidean. It is defined as: 
() () () () ( ) ( ( ( ) ) )
2 2
2
1
, y x y x y x e A A A A A ν ν µ µ − + − =  (5) 
 
Also as in the previous case (see [5]) a modified version is: 
() () () () ( ) ( ) () ( ) ( () ( ) )
2 2 2
2
1
, y x y x y x y x e A A A A A A A π π ν ν µ µ − + − + − = ′  (6) 
 
The distances defined over two IFS А and В are: 
•  Hamming distance. For any two IFS А and В defined over a common universe 
set Е the Hamming distance between А and В is given by: 
() () () () () ∑
∈
− + − =
E x
B A B A x x x x B A H ν ν µ µ
2
1
,  (7) 
 
•  Euclidean distance. For any two IFS А and В defined over a common universe 
set Е the Euclidean distance between А and В is given by: 
() () () ( ) () () () ∑
∈
− + − =
E x
B A B A x x x x B A E
2 2
2
1
, ν ν µ µ  (8) 
 
During the years various similarity measures between IFS have been defined. Of those that 
have been used in pattern recognition the most notable are the following. 
•  Chen [6, 7] proposed the concept of similarity measures between IFS sets and 
defined it as follows: 
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()
() ()
n
x S x S
B A S
n
i
i B i A
C 2
1 ,
1 ∑
=
−
− =  (9) 
where 
() () () i A i A i A x x x S ν µ − =  (10) 
() () () i B i B i B x x x S ν µ − =  (11) 
 
•  Hong and Kim [8] and Fan and Zhangyan [9] proposed new similarity 
measures   and   as given below.   H S L S
()
() () () ()
n
x x x x
B A S
i B i A
n
i
i B i A
H 2
1 ,
1
ν ν µ µ − + −
− =
∑
=  (12) 
 
()
() () () () () ()
n
x x x x
n
x S x S
B A S
i B i A
n
i
i B i A
n
i
i B i A
L 4 4
1 ,
1 1
ν ν µ µ − + −
−
−
− =
∑ ∑
= =  (13) 
•  Yanhong et al. (2002) proposed a different similarity measure  0 S  as follows: 
() () () ( ) () () () ⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜
⎝
⎛
− + − − = ∑
=
n
i
i B i A i B i A x x x x
n
B A S
1
2 2
0 2
1
1 , ν ν µ µ    (14) 
 
•  Dengfeng and Chuntian [10] proposed their similarity measure of IFSs, which 
we will denote as  . They applied this measure to pattern recognition. This 
measure was originally presented as a form of weighted similarity measure. 
But it can also be written as  
DC S
()
() ()
p
n
i
p
i B i A
DC n
x x
B A S
∑
=
−
− =
1 1 ,
ψ ψ
 (15) 
 
where p is a parameter, 
() () ()
2
1 i A i A
i A
x x
x
ν µ
ψ
− +
=  (16) 
() () ()
2
1 i B i B
i B
x x
x
ν µ
ψ
− +
=  (17) 
 
•  Mitchell [11] gave a simple modification of   and corrected a problem 
occurring in  ’s. He adopted a statistical viewpoint interpreting A and B as 
ensembles of ordered membership functions filling the space between 
DC S
DC S
() i A x µ and  () i A x ν − 1  as well as between  ( ) i B x µ  and  () i B x ν − 1.  L e t   ( ) , pA B µ  
and  ( ) , p AB ν  denote the similarity measures between the membership function 
() i A x µ  and  () i B x µ  as well as between the “high” membership function 
() i A x ν − 1  and  () i B x ν − 1 , respectively:  
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() ( )( ) ( ) ,, DC A i B i pA B S x x µ µµ =  (18) 
() ( ) ( ) ( ) ,1 , 1 DC A i B i pA B S x x ν νν =− −  (19) 
 
Then, the modified  , called  , would be:   DC S HB S
() () ( () B A p B A p B A SHB , ,
2
1
, ν µ + = )
)
   (20) 
 
•  To overcome the weakness of  , Zhizhen and Pengfei [12] proposed 
,   and 
DC S
() B A S
p
e , ( B A S
p
s , ( ) B A S
p
h ,  as follows:  
()
() () ()
p
n
i
p
i i
p
e n
x x
B A S
∑
=
+
− =
1 1 ,
ν µ φ φ
 (21) 
 
Here 
() () ()2 / i B i A i x x x µ µ φµ − = ,  () ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 2 / 1 2 / 1 i B i A i x x x ν ν φν − − − =  (22) 
 
()
() () ()
p
n
i
p
i s i s
p
s n
x x
B A S
∑
=
+
− =
1
2 1
1 ,
ϕ ϕ
 (23) 
 
() () ( ) 2 / 1 1 1 i B i A i s x m x m x − = ϕ  (24) 
() () ()2 / 2 2 2 i B i A i s x m x m x − = ϕ  (25) 
() () ( ) ( 2 / 1 i A i A i A x m x x m − = ) µ  (26) 
() () ( ) ( 2 / 1 i B i B i B x m x x m − = ) µ  (27) 
() () () ( 2 / 1 2 i A i A i A x x m x m ) ν − + =  (28) 
() () () ( 2 / 1 2 i B i B i B x x m x m ) ν − + =  (29) 
() () () ( 2 / 1 i A i A i A x x x m ) ν µ − + =  (30) 
() () () ( 2 / 1 i B i B i B x x x m ) ν µ − + =  (31) 
()
() () () ()
p
n
i
p
p
h n
i i i
B A S
3
1 ,
1
3 2 1 ∑
=
+ +
− =
η η η
 (32) 
 
( ) () () i i x x i ν µ φ φ η + = 1  (occurring  in ( ) B A S
p
e , ) or  ( ) ( )( i s i s x x i 2 1 1 ) ϕ ϕ η + = )  
 (occurring  in  ( ) B A S
p
s , ) (33) 
( ) () () i B i A x x i ψ ψ η − = 2  (occurring  in  ) (34)  DC S
() () () ()( ) ( ) ( i l i l i l i l i B A B A , min , max 3 ) − = η  (35) 
() ( ) ( ) () 2 / 1 i A i A A x x i l ν µ − − = ,  () ( ) ( ) ( ) 2 / 1 i B i B B x x i l ν µ − − =  (36) 
 
•  Hung and Yang [13] presented three new similarity measures between IFSs 
based on Hausdorff distance: 
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) () ( B A d B A S H HY , 1 ,
1 − =  (37) 
() () ( ) ( )
1 1 , 2 1 / ,
− − − − − = e e e B A S
B A d
HY
H  (38) 
() () () ( ( B A d B A d B A S H H HY , 1 / , 1 ,
3 + − = ) )  (39) 
 
Here 
() () () () () ( ∑
=
− − =
n
i
i B i A i B i A H x x x x
n
B A d
1
, max
1
, ν ν µ µ )  (40) 
 
Algorithm 
In the present paper an algorithm based on an iterative procedure. Before the start of the 
algorithm, on the basis of the data, a similarity measure is chosen to be implemented in the 
procedure.  
 
Step 1: All the values of the degrees of membership  ( ) i x µ  of the considered set are arranged 
in order of diminishing value. 
The pattern(s)  , for which 
e
A x ( ) ( ) i
e
A x x µ µ max ) ( =  is taken as etalon of the first class. 
The pattern(s)  , for which 
e
B x ( ) ( ) i
e
A x x µ µ min ) ( =  is taken as etalon of the second class. 
 
Step 2: We find: 
−   – the closest neighbor of   (in the sense of IFS distances) and: 
e
A x
′ e
A x
A
e
A x ω ∈
′ , if  () ( ) () ( )
e
B
e
A
e
A
e
A x x x x µ µ µ µ − < −
′ ′  (41) 
B
e
A x ω ∈
′ , if  () ( ) () ( )
e
B
e
A
e
A
e
A x x x x µ µ µ µ − > −
′ ′  (42) 
 
−   – the closest neighbor of   and: 
e
B x
′ e
B x
B
e
B x ω ∈
′ , if  () ( ) () ( )
e
A
e
B
e
B
e
B x x x x µ µ µ µ − < −
′ ′  (43) 
B
e
A x ω ∈
′ , if  () ( ) () ( )
e
A
e
B
e
B
e
B x x x x µ µ µ µ − > −
′ ′  (44) 
 
Step 3: Each etalon of cluster is localized and corrected according to the formula: 
() ∑
=
′ =
A n
i
i
A
e
A x
n
x
1
1
µ  (45) 
() ∑
=
′ =
B n
i
i
B
e
B x
n
x
1
1
µ  (46) 
where:   and   is the number of patterns in the respective cluster in the current moment.   A n B n
 
Step 4:  
If   – return to Step 2.  N n n B A < +
If   – return to Step 5.  N n n B A = +
 
Step 5: Arrange all the values of the degrees of non-membership  ( ) i x ν  of the patterns in 
order of diminishing value.  
The pattern(s)  , for which 
e
A x ( ) ( ) i
e
A x x ν ν min ) ( =  is taken as an etalon of the first class. 
The pattern(s)  , for which 
e
B x ( ) ( ) i
e
A x x ν ν max ) ( =  is taken as an etalon of the second class. 
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Step 6: We find: 
−   – the closest neighbor of   and: 
e
A x
′ e
A x
A
e
A x ω ∈
′ , if  () ( ) () ( )
e
B
e
A
e
A
e
A x x x x ν ν ν ν − < −
′ ′  (47) 
B
e
A x ω ∈
′ , if  () ( ) () ( )
e
B
e
A
e
A
e
A x x x x ν ν ν ν − > −
′ ′  (48) 
 
−   – the closest neighbor of   and: 
e
B x
′ e
B x
B
e
B x ω ∈
′ , if  () ( ) () ( )
e
A
e
B
e
B
e
B x x x x ν ν ν ν − < −
′ ′  (49) 
B
e
A x ω ∈
′ , if  () ( ) () ( )
e
A
e
B
e
B
e
B x x x x ν ν ν ν − > −
′ ′  (50) 
 
Step 7: Each etalon of cluster is localized and corrected according to the formula:  
() ∑
=
′ =
A n
i
i
A
e
A x
n
x
1
1
ν  (51) 
() ∑
=
′ =
B n
i
i
B
e
B x
n
x
1
1
ν  (52) 
where:   and   is the number of the patterns in the respective cluster to the current 
moment.  
A n B n
 
Step 8:  
If   – return to Step 6.  N n n B A < +
If   – return to Step 9.  N n n B A = +
 
Step 9: The etalons of the clusters are with coordinates  ()() ( ) ,
ee
AA x x µν
′′
)
 and 
()() ( ,
ee
BB x x µν
′′ , determined in Steps 3 and 7. 
 
If the pattern   remains in one and the same cluster according to Steps 1 - 4 of the procedure 
and according to Steps 5 - 8 of the procedure it remains in this cluster. Otherwise we go to 
Step 10.  
i x
 
Step 10: According to the preliminary chosen similarity measure the pattern   is assigned to 
a cluster with which it has better similarity. 
i x
 
Conclusion 
The proposed algorithm reflects in equal measure the expert evaluations of the degrees of 
membership and non-membership. In this way a given pattern would be assigned to a 
respective cluster only when it has high values for the degree of membership and low for the 
degree of non-membership. 
 
Patterns for which both conditions are not simultaneously fulfilled are assigned to a cluster 
with which it has the greatest similarity with regards to the chosen similarity measure for the 
IFSs. The application of the proposed iterative procedure with different similarity measures 
permits an evaluation of the results provided by these measures for certain biomedical 
problems. In this manner the usefulness of the different similarity measures for IFS may be 
compared and analyzed in various cases. 
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